
  

SymphonyAI Industrial CEO Delivers Keynote  
at ADIPEC 2022 

 
Dominic Gallello will address how third-generation AI methods achieve improved  

asset health and high process yield 
 
WOBURN, MA – October 14, 2022 - – SymphonyAI Industrial announced today that CEO Dominic Gallello will 
deliver a keynote presentation at ADIPEC 2022 Downstream Technical Conference on November 3rd in Abu 
Dhabi, UAE.  ADIPEC is the world’s most influential gathering for energy industry professionals. He will be 
presenting in the category of “Digital Transformation in Petrochemical Plants and Refineries”.  
 
In that category, Mr. Gallello will be speaking in the session titled “Unlocking the potential of petrochemical 
plants and refineries through digital transformation”. He will address augmenting AI with physics and 
thermodynamics for high fidelity digital twins to achieve a higher process yield. Gallello will present real-world 
use cases and strategies where technology directly addresses petrochemical industry trends. He will showcase 
how this tech contributes to making assets more reliable and manufacturing processes more efficient and 
sustainable. 
 
SymphonyAI Industrial 
 
SymphonyAI Industrial, a SymphonyAI business, is an innovator in industrial insight, accelerating autonomous 
plant operations. The industry-leading EurekaAI/IoT platform and industrial optimization solutions connect tens 
of thousands of assets and workflows in manufacturing plants globally and process billions of data points daily, 
pushing new plateaus in operational intelligence. 
 

• Digital manufacturing composable enterprise MOM/MES solutions can be operational in 90 days to 
connect devices, processes, people, and systems with harmonizing plant automation and control. 

• Plant performance applications span asset predictive maintenance and process health and 
optimization, maintaining high equipment availability, extending the life of capital assets, and reducing 
process variability. 

• Connected frontline worker solutions mobilize people to handle complex processes with human-
driven procedure and instruction support, using a combination of glasses, smartphones, tablets, and 
PCs. 

 
SymphonyAI Industrial solutions provide high value to users by driving variability out of processes and 
optimizing operations for throughput, yield, energy efficiency, and sustainability.  
 
 
About SymphonyAI 
 



  

SymphonyAI is building the leading enterprise AI company for digital transformation across the most important 
and resilient growth industries, including retail, consumer packaged goods, financial services, manufacturing, 
media, and IT service management. SymphonyAI businesses have many leading enterprises as clients in each of 
these industries. Since its founding in 2017, SymphonyAI has grown rapidly, approaching 2,000 talented 
leaders, data scientists, and other professionals. SymphonyAI is an SAIGroup company, backed by a $1 billion 
commitment from successful entrepreneur and philanthropist Dr. Romesh Wadhwani. 
 
 
PR contact:  Tylor Fenhaus – tfenhaus@symphonyindustrial.ai  
 


